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Abstract
University of Pisa is performing a research finalized to develop Rotary Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (RUAV) starting from small commercial Radio Commanded helicopters. These
vehicles will be capable to perform autonomous or automatic flight, including the take-off
and landing phases, also thanks to sense and avoid system capabilities.
At present, the activities are focused on a small scale helicopter (rotor diameter of 1
meter and weight of 2.5 kg) available at the department and equipped with a GPS, inertial
sensor and a data acquisition system.
The aim of this thesis is to develop a control laws system in order to allow the machine
to perform autonomous missions.
This work has been carried out starting from an existing non-linear open-loop model of
the helicopter, whose parameters have been identified in a previous work of thesis.
In the first part of this work a linearized model is obtained starting from the non-linear
one.
In the second part of this thesis, the control laws for automatic flight mode are developed
after a study of the open-loop dynamic carried out on the linearized model.
Next, the control laws are implemented on the non linear model and specific simulation
tests are carried out in order to validate them.
Finally a flight simulator equipped with a radio command, is used to test the flight
automatic mode in virtual missions, in the optic to ensure real missions to the machine in
the next future.
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Introduction
Among the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), there is a growing interest in developing
unmanned autonomous helicopters. The helicopter has unique capabilities, such as take-off
and land vertically, maintain hovering for an extended period of time, broad envelope of
flight and high manoeuvrability. These abilities result in a wide range of application, both in
civilian and in military field. In particular, the University of Pisa (Department of Ingegneria
Civile e Industriale - Aerospace Section) has available a radio commanded helicopter named
T-Rex 500 ESP. In a previous research a non linear model of the helicopter’s dynamics has
been developed using Matlab-Simulink and its parameters have been identified by using
flight tests data.
The aim of this thesis is to enable T-Rex 500 to the automatic flight mode by equipping
it with appropriate sensors and PC unit and developing flight control laws.
The term automatic flight mode concerns the fact that the pilot assigns the three velocity
components (lateral vertical and longitudinal) and the yaw rate, or heading angle, rather
than commanding the swash plate by means of cyclic and collective pitch. As first step, a
linear model has been obtained by applying an automatic tool of Matlab-Simulink on the
non linear model. The results of this activity has been used to develop the control laws for
the automatic flight mode. Next the synthesized control laws have been validated by means
of a campaign test carried out on the non linear model.
Finally the non linear model with the control laws has been integrated into a flight
simulator equipped with a radio command in order to perform virtual flights with the aim
to verify the correct behaviour of the developed automatic flight mode.
In chapter 1, a generic description of the RUAV is provided, with particular attention
to the specific model T-REX 500 ESP. Moreover, the identified non-linear model developed
for this small scale helicopter is described.
In chapter 2 a description of the helicopter dynamic model is presented: how the flapping
dynamics of the rotor’s blades interacts with the rigid body dynamics.
Chapter 3 shows the analysis of the trim conditions in the operative helicopter speed
range. In particular, the spatial orientation of the swash plate and rotor plane, as well as
the attitude angles of the helicopter, for the different trim conditions, are plotted versus
forward flight coefficient.
Chapter 4 describes the linearization procedure of the non-linear model and the results of
this procedure with reference to trim conditions of hovering and forward flight. In this con-
text the linear model has been used to understand the dynamic behaviour of the helicopter,
by highlighting some issues to be solved during the control law development (instability
behaviour, low damping modes, etc.). In addition, the transfer functions has been studied
in order to distinguish the dynamic modes (poles) linked to the rotor and those linked to
the helicopter rigid body.
Chapter 5 presents the development of the control laws. Starting from the tail it is
possible to control the yaw dynamic (acting on the leading angle psi). Once shown as the
instability due to this dynamics can be stabilised, the other control loops are presented. In
fact, the second part of this chapter presents the description of the architecture of the other
iv
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dynamics’ controllers and how they have been chosen with reference to the specifications.
A very relevant issue, in this part of the work, is the study of the influence that each
control loop has on the other ones. The high degree of coupling of the system carries out a
problem about the choice of the architecture to better recreate, in terms of Matlab solutions,
the real behaviour of the controllers, which, on the non-linear model, work simultaneously
to control the machine. To be more specific the decision has been to realize, on the linear
system, a series of loop in “cascade”: this term means that each controller works on a system
which has been already modified from the previous controllers.
Chapter 6 describes the validation of the control laws developed in chapter 5 on the non-
linear model verifying how the system responds to inputs given in terms of time histories of
flight velocities.
As an additional proof of the validity of the controllers (before testing them in a real
mission) they have been tested on a virtual flight by means of a joystick which allows to
give the velocity components inputs to the non-linear model.
Chapter 7 shows conclusions and future developments.
v
Chapter 1
Introduction to RUAV
The acronym RPAS (Remotely Piloted Air System) is a flying system unmanned, controlled
by radio or satellite from a fixed or mobile center on ground (Ground Control Station, GCS)
that can be deployed even at a great distance from theater of operations.
The unmanned machine can be simplified by a system to increase stability (Stability
Augmentation System, SAS) on board, or entirely entrusted to an appropriate system for
the management of the flight that completely replaces the human operator; the first case
is a flight in automatic mode and the second it is called stand-alone mode and the mission
will be carried out according to the plans of flight plan.
The name Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) indicates the same concept to previous
definition of RPAS, while the definition of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) refers to the
only segment of flight, not including all the elements constituting the complete system, such
as the Ground Control Station (GCS). There are various advantages in terms of weight and
cost for UAVs compared to traditional systems with the pilot on board; such systems, in
fact, do not have the need to have an area sufficiently broad in the fuselage to accommodate
the pilot and do not require a cumbersome board instrumentation.
The manoeuvrability of conventional aircraft are also bound to the limits physiological
pilots in terms of accelerations measured in "g". Removing the pilot from the aircraft
eliminates all typical requirements required by the presence on board the pilot, bringing the
human-machine interface to the ground.
The UAVs are two times more small and up to a quarter lighter than a traditional
airplane with equivalent functions, which allow you to take on a greater payload and have
a greater maneuverability.
For all these reasons, these systems, initially developed for purely military purposes, are
becoming more widespread in the civil field. These systems are often preferred to carry out
some particular types of mission that are identified as Dirty, Dull, Dangerous:
• Dirty: the environment is contaminated by nuclear pollution, chemical or bacteriolog-
ical, such as to be harmful to the health of the crew;
• Dull: typically long-lasting as the monitoring and reconnaissance, in which the capac-
ity of resistance and effectiveness of the human pilot poses a limit to the duration of
the mission;
• Dangerous: the aircraft overfly hostile areas, that threatening the safety of the crew.
There are many types of UAV classified by endurance, altitude and weight, with fixed
or rotary wing; to these last the definition is RUAV (Rotary Unmanned Aerial Vehicle).
The aircraft RUAV, in spite of a greater structural complexity and lower autonomy than
fixed-wing aircraft, have some important characteristics, preferable in certain circumstances.
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Figure 1.1: T-REX 500 ESP.
These machines are, in fact, endowed with the ability of vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL, Vertical Take-Off and Landing) that allows you to take advantage in the reduced
space launch operations and recovery.
They are able, moreover, to be able to operate at cruise speed relatively low, and to be
able to stay in the air at a fixed point (hovering).
1.1 T-REX 500 ESP
The helicopter model available in the department is the T-REX 500 ESP 1.1 suitable for
aerobatics and high performance flight but for this work only very low altitude, acceleration
and speeds of flight will be considered; the research is ensuring the stability of the system
in a small part of the flight envelope.
To notice that the vertical and horizontal stabilizer surfaces of this helicopter are small
and perforated, they only ensure the protection of the tail rotor, and therefore will be
neglected in subsequent calculations.
Other dynamics that were not considered, since these are already controlled by standard
systems present on the helicopter, are the variations of the angular speed of the main rotor
(a control system over the power delivered by the electric motor ensures a constant rotation)
and the yaw dynamic (a gyroscope measures the rate of yaw and it controls the collective
of the tail rotor to maintain the heading except the presence of a pilot command that
automatically disables the “heading lock”).
The helicopter is made of plastic material and carbon fibre, that ensure the structural
strength and the low weight; the following table 1.1 summarizes the main characteristics.
2
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Table 1.1: Parameters of instrumented T-REX 500 helicopter.
Parameter Description
m = 2.14 kg Helicopter mass
Ixx =0.02 kg m
2 Helicopter rolling moment of inertia
Iyy = 0.065 kg m
2 Helicopter pitching moment of inertia
Izz =0.066 kg m
2 Helicopter yawing moment of inertia
Ixy =−0.0007 kg m2 Helicopter centrifugal moment of inertia - XY
Ixz =−0.0009 kg m2 Helicopter centrifugal moment of inertia - XZ
Iyz ≈0 kg m2 Helicopter centrifugal moment of inertia - YZ
mbl = 0.2 kg Blade mass
B =6.7× 10−3 kg m2 Main rotor blade flapping inertia
Bfb =7.8× 10−4 kg m2 Main rotor blade flapping inertia
Ω =240.7 rad s−1 Main rotor speed
Ωtr =1126.5 rad s
−1 Tail rotor speed
R =0.485 m Main rotor radius
Rfb =0.235 m Fly-bar rotor radius
Rtr =0.105 m Tail rotor radius
c =0.0423 m Main rotor chord
cfb =0.039 m Fly-bar rotor chord
ctr =0.017 m Tail rotor chord
e = 0.04 Nondimensional main rotor offset
efb = 0.7 Nondimensional flybar rotor offset
xg =0.194 m Blade CoG position
s = 0.056 Main rotor solidity
ntr = 4.68 Gear ratio of tail rotor to main rotor
nes = 12.46 Gear ratio of engine shaft to main rotor
P ideng =0 W Engine idle power
Pmaxeng =1890 W Engine max power
htr = 0.0505 Tail rotor distance in z direction from CoG
ltr = 1.2 Tail rotor distance in x direction from CoG
tmaxc = 0.076 Maximum thrust coefficient
3
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Figure 1.2: Block of attitude commands.
This machine has a strongly rapid dynamics, but the presence of a fly-bar helps the pilot
to stabilize the helicopter dynamics. For a more specific description see [7].
1.2 Non-linear system
A non-linear RUAV simulation model has been developed in department to be used to
validate the control laws before the flight tests.
As generally in literature, the calculation of a linear system is useful to the controllers
synthesis; to validate the linear system the response of the two models to the same commands
must match itch others as shown in the following chapter.
Here the non-linear dynamic model is shown quickly (to a more specific description see
[7]).
The non-linear system has been developed in Matlab Simulink and it is composed as
first of 1.2
In the “Attitude command’s block”the electric commands, coming from the radio con-
troller that moves the servo, are elaborated to find the angles of the swash-plate and calculate
the commands known in literature θ0, A1, B1 corrected by the dynamic of the fly-bar.
The tail command is now under study but the helicopter has its own gyro-control system
that guarantee the heading-lock without any commands from the pilot to the tail; see the
thesis [7] to upgrades. The output goes in the block 1.3.
In the block “Rotor dynamics”are calculated the positions of the rotor and of the fly-bar
compared to the shaft, on the basis of the commands and the flight conditions inputs, and
the forces and torque generated by the main rotor. The fly-bar’s outputs are used like
feedback to the block of “Attitude commands”as seen previously. The rotor’s output are
used to calculate forces and moments to the helicopter axis in the block 1.4.
In the “Rotor forces and moments”the helicopter characteristics (weight, distances, iner-
tia,etc.) are loaded and the rotor’s forces and moments are transformed in the axes body.
In “Ruav dynamics”the forces and moments are used in the equations of rigid body
4
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Figure 1.3: Block of rotor and fly-bar dynamics.
Figure 1.4: Block of forces and moments.
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Figure 1.5: Block of RUAV dynamics.
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Figure 1.6: Block of data storage.
dynamic and by integration the linear velocities, the angular speeds rate and the angular
attitudes in body axes are found.
In the last block “Data storage”all the results from the simulation are transformed in
inertial axes and are saved to plot the simulation results.
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Chapter 2
Development of the helicopter
dynamic model
In this chapter will be shown the mathematical model for the helicopter T-REX 500. In
the first part, there is a description of the equations of motion for a rigid body, and obser-
vations about applicability in aeronautical field will be made. Then, the dynamic models
developed for blade and fly-bar flapping simulation will be discussed, with discussion of the
assumptions. This chapter is based on a previous work developed in [7].
2.1 Rigid body equations of motion
The rigid body motion equations are used extensively in aeronautical field.
For a first analysis of the dynamic of this small scale helicopter, the assumption of rigid
structure is reasonable and sufficient for linear dynamics simulation. To develop the rigid
body set of equations it is necessary to write the first and second Newton-Euler’s equations.
F =
dQ
dt
(2.1)
K˙O = MO + ΨO − vO ×Q (2.2)
where:
KO = Kω +m OG× vO (2.3)
In this case, assuming that the pole O is coincident with the helicopter center of gravity G,
equation 2.3 becomes:
Kω = I ·Ω =
 Ixx −Ixy −Ixz−Ixy Iyy −Iyz
−Ixz −Iyz Izz
pq
r
 =
 Ixxp− Ixyq − Ixzr−Ixyp+ Iyyq − Iyzr
−Ixzp− Iyzq + Izzr
 (2.4)
where I is the helicopter matrix of inertia.
The centrifugal moment Iyz is approximately zero (the plane x-z is approximately a
plane of symmetry).
Using equations 2.4, and supposing Iyz ≈ 0, the second Euler’s equation 2.2 becomes:
K˙G =
 Ixxp˙− Ixy q˙ − Ixz r˙ + q(Cr − Ep)− r(Bq − Fp)Iyy q˙ − Ixyp˙+ r(Ixxp− Ixyq − Ixzr)− p(Izzr − Ixzp)
Izz r˙ − Ixz p˙+ p(Iyyq − Ixyp)− q(Ixxp− Ixyq − Ixzr)
 = MO (2.5)
where MO is the moment with pole in O of the aerodynamic forces.
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The velocity of helicopter centroid G is:
vG = u iB + v jB + w kB (2.6)
So, the translational momentum Q is:
F = Q˙ = m ˙vG = m
u˙+ qw − vrv˙ + ur − pw
w˙ + pv − uq
 (2.7)
Writing equations 2.5 and 2.7 in extended version, we obtain the following set of equations
for helicopter dynamics:
X = m(u˙+ qw − vr) (2.8a)
Y = m(v˙ + ur − pw) (2.8b)
Z = m(w˙ + pv − uq) (2.8c)
Ixxp˙+ Ixy(pr − q˙)− Ixz(r˙ + pq)− qr(Iyy − Izz) = L (2.8d)
Iyy q˙ − Ixy(p˙+ qr)− (Izz − Ixx)pr + Ixz(p2 − r2) = M (2.8e)
Izz r˙ − (Ixx − Iyy)pq + Ixy(q2 − p2) + Ixz(qr − p˙) = N (2.8f)
where X,Y and Z are the resultant according the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, respectively,
of aerodynamic and gravitational forces and L,M and N are the moments of aerodynamic
forces, with centroid as pole (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.1: Helicopter with its body-fixed reference frame.
2.2 Rotor-fuselage coupling
The next step is to evaluate X,Y, Z, L,M and N . To this aim it is necessary to study the
coupling between the fuselage and the rotor.
The forces exerted on the blade are transmitted to the fuselage. No elastic modes and
vibrations will be considered: the tip-path plane simplified model will be used.
Referring to Figure 2.3 and 2.4, the resultant of forces along xB, yB and zB axes are,
respectively:
X = Px − TDa1s −HD −D cos(θ − τc) (2.9)
9
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Figure 2.2: Forces and moments acting on the helicopter.
Figure 2.3: Interpretation of flapping and feathering coefficients in the longitudinal plane.
Figure 2.4: Interpretation of flapping and feathering coefficients in the lateral plane.
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Y = Py − TDb1s + Tt (2.10)
Z = Pz − TD +HDa1s −D sin(θ − τc) (2.11)
The weight components can be written as:
Px
Py
Pz

=
[
Rhz2hb
]
·

0
0
mg

(2.12)
where:
[
Rhz2hb
]
=

cψcθ sψcθ −sθ
cψsθsφ− sψcφ sψsθsφ+ cψcφ cθsφ
cψsθcφ+ sψsφ sψsθcφ− cψsφ cθcφ

(2.13)
where, for the sake of simplicity, s indicates the sin function and c the cos function. We
obtain: 
Px
Py
Pz

=

−mg sin θ
mg cos θ sinφ
mg cos θ cosφ

(2.14)
Finally, we have:
X = −mg sin θ − TDa1s −HD −D cos(θ − τc)
Y = mg cos θ sinφ− TDb1s + Tt
Z = mg cos θ cosφ− TD +HDa1s −D sin(θ − τc)
(2.15)
The moment acting on the fuselage consists of the moment produced by the tilting of
the thrust vector due to the blade flapping and the moment produced by inertial forces and
hinge restraint.
Developing every term (see [7]) the obtained expressions are:

L = −12mblexgΩ2Rb1s − TDb1shR+ TthtR+ TDlR−Kβb1s
M = 12mblexgΩ
2Ra1s + TDa1shR+HDhR+Mf − (TD −HDa1s)fR+Kβa1s
N = −TtltR−Q
(2.16)
Note that, in trim conditions, Tt is negative, i.e. towards the negative y-axis. In other
words, the tail rotor pitch is normally negative. For the symbols used in the text one can
refer to [7].
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2.3 Rotor dynamic
From literature formulation [1] the entity of the command given from the pilot is:
θ = θ0 −A1corr cosψ −B1corr sinψfor the blade (2.17)
To provide a "mechanical" feedback in pitch and roll rate on T-Rex 500 it has been used
a Bell-Hiller stabilizer bar.
Also this command works in a similar way to that written for the rotor, in particular:
θ = θ0 −A1 cosψ −B1 sinψfor the fly-bar (2.18)
To have an idea about how the fly-bar acts on the principal dynamic, one can see Figure
2.5.
Figure 2.5: Fly-bar feedback.
The rotor receives commands which are the sum of two contributes: a part coming from
the actuators and another one coming from the fly-bar feedback (every contribute is scaled
by convenient coefficients).
In mathematical terms it means:
A1corr = gaincommA1 − gainfba1fb (2.19)
B1corr = gaincommB1 − gainfbb1fb (2.20)
2.3.1 Flapping blade equations
As shown in Appendix A, flapping motion is a periodic function.
Expressing it as a Fourier series with no harmonics greater than one, the flapping equa-
tion can be rewritten as a second-order matrix differential equation:
a¨ + Ω D a˙ + Ω2 K a = f , (2.21)
where a is the blade flapping state matrix , D is the damping matrix (2.23), K is the
stiffness matrix (2.24) and f are the forcing terms (2.25, 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28).
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where:
P 2 = 1 +
Kβ
Ω2Bbl
+
mbleRxg
Bbl
2.3.2 Fly-bar flapping equation
For the fly-bar a similar second order differential equation in matrix form can be obtained
with the same approach.
a¨fb + Ω Dfb ˙afb + Ω
2 Kfb afb = ffb, (2.29)
where afb is the flybar flapping state matrix , Dfb is the damping matrix (2.31), Kfb is
the stiffness matrix (2.32) and ffb are the forcing terms (2.33, 2.34 and 2.35).
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Chapter 3
Evaluation of the trim
The aim of this chapter is evaluating the main parameters of the T-Rex 500 in various
conditions of trim. This procedure will be carried on in parallel with another study made
on a model of the same helicopter based on literature [1].
3.1 Trim procedure (from literature)
In this section, the helicopter trim equations will be solved.
3.1.1 Simplifying hypothesis
The main simplifying hypotheses are:
• Rotor blade and stabilizer bar are rigid in bending and torsion, with no twist;
• Command chain and blade elasticity are neglected;
• Drag coefficient δ and lift coefficient a of airfoil independent of local blade angle of
attack (mean values have been considered);
• Both the flapping angle and the inflow angle were assumed to be small (i.e. low ratio
T/A and high blade aspect ratio) and this analysis uses simple Glauert theory;
• The effects of the helicopter dynamic on the blade flapping were limited to those due
to the angular accelerations p˙ and q˙, the angular rates p and q, z-axis acceleration w˙
and translation velocities u and v;
• The reversed flow region was ignored, as the compressibility and stall effects;
• The inflow was assumed to vary according the Glauert theory:
vi = vi0 · (1 +Kivx cosψ) (3.1)
• The tip loss factor was assumed to be 1; root-cutout effect is neglected;
3.1.2 Trim equations
Because of the asymmetry of the helicopter, the longitudinal and lateral plane should be
solve simultaneously. In [Price], an analysis demonstrates that flight parameters are related
through no less than fourteen equation: however this is no necessary in practice, especially
as the accuracy of some assumptions would hardly justify such detail. The longitudinal and
lateral plane equation will therefore be solve independently of one another.
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Figure 3.1: Forces and moments in longitudinal plane.
Figure 3.2: Forces and moments in lateral plane.
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Referring to Figure 3.1 and 3.2, resolving forces vertically and horizontally ([1], [8]):
TD cos(αD + τc)−HD sin(αD + τc) = W +D sin τ (3.2a)
TD sin(αD + τc) +HD cos(αD + τc) = D cos τ (3.2b)
Making small angle assumption and neglecting term HD sin(αD + τc), equations 3.2
can be solved iteratively, knowing the correlation between tc and hD and aero-mechanical
parameters. Taking moments about O and making the small angle assumption, it gives:
−WfR− TDhRB1 + (HD + TDa1)hR+Mf −Ms(B1 − a1) = 0 (3.3)
Solving for B1:
B1 = a1 +
Mf +HDhR−WfR
WhR+Ms
(3.4)
Referring now to the lateral plane (Figure 3.2 and 3.4), taking moments about O:
Figure 3.3: Interpretation of flapping and feathering coefficients in the longitudinal plane.
WlR−Whr(A1 + b1) + TthtR−Ms(A1 + b1) = 0 (3.5)
Solving for A1:
A1 = −b1 + WfR+ TthtR
WhR+MS
(3.6)
In non-dimensional form:
A1 = −b1 + wcf + (Tt/W )tcht
tch+ Cms
(3.7)
Solving forces according the y-direction, it gives:
W (A1 + b1 + φ) + Tt = 0 (3.8)
that gives:
φ = −(Tt/W ) + b1 +A1 = −(Tt/W ) + b1s (3.9)
In the figures below, the following helicopter trim parameters for the T-REX 500 will be
shown as a function of µ:
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Figure 3.4: Interpretation of flapping and feathering coefficients in the lateral plane.
• Longitudinal and lateral control to trim θ0, A1 and B1;
• Blade flapping coefficients a0, a1s, b1s, a1 and b1;
• Attitude θ and φ;
• Thrust, drag and torque coefficients tc, hc and qc;
• Disc incidence αD
• Inflow ratio λ and λD;
• Induced velocity coefficient Kiv.
For the exact meaning of every single term used in the expressions above see [1].
3.2 Trim procedure (simulink)
To find the trim conditions on the non linear model (see Figure 3.5) described in the previous
chapter, it has been used the automatic Simulink tool findop.
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3.3 Results
The results obtained from the two procedure described in this chapter are shown in Figures
3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. It can be easily seen that the two procedures
give congruent results in the interested interval of the advance ratio (µ) in terms of attitude
angles and terms which involves only the vertical equilibrium, while the terms linked to the
position of the swash plate are different. This is linked to the coupling between the rotor
dynamic and the rigid body which is not so important in a classic helicopters.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of θ0.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of A1.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of B1.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of b1.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of a1.
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Chapter 4
Linearization and study of the T-Rex
dynamic
The aim of this chapter is to linearize the non linear system described previously: to this
end will be used the tool of Matlab linmode. The results given from this methods will
be studied in terms of aerodynamic derivatives in order to understand the dynamic of the
helicopter.
4.1 Linearization
The lineatization procedure starts from the simulink non-linear model and gives back a
system with the following structure:{
x˙ = [A]x+ [B]u
y = [C]x+ [D]u
(4.1)
To this end it is necessary finding a condition of trim from which starts the linearization.
In this treatise the condition of trim is that which has been described in the previous
chapter. The tool works linearizing every single block of the non linear system individually
and putting together the obtained results. The same method will be applied on both the
systems: with and without fly-bar.
The evaluation of the matrices A,B,C and D allows the calculation of the transfer func-
tions.
4.2 Transfer functions
The transfer function of the T-Rex 500 have very long and complex expressions (here not
written in their complete form cause they are not usefull for the development of this thesis)
which show poles and zeros at very high frequencies that are not comparable with the others.
This structure is justified by the different dynamics of the rotor and of the rigid body.
In literature the helicopters, despite their complexity, are treated considering that when
the dynamic of the mass evolves that one of the rotor is already at regime, so the poles of
high and low frequency can be clearly separated: the firsts are considered as gains (due to
the rotor) while the others remain and represent the principal dynamic of the helicopter.
In this case the situation is a little bit more complicated because there are also poles
at the medium frequencies (due to the stiffness of the blades) and the coupling can’t be
completely neglected.
Anyway even if the T-Rex, with his little mass, behaves in a different way from a normal
helicopter, the rotor is the only one responsible of the highest frequencies: so the complete
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Figure 4.1: Simulink with actuators.
system will be treated with a low frequency approximation (frequencies after a certain
threshold will be considered as gains).
The transfers reduced functions are the followings:
q
B1
=
−10.64(s− 0.3724)(s− 0.003898)
(s− 0.3723)(s− 0.003074)(s2 + 43.27s+ 474.9)(s2 + 10.24s+ 641.8) (4.2)
p
A1
=
−11228165(s− 0.3712)(s+ 0.0004303)
(s2 + 43.27s+ 474.9)(s2 + 19.14s+ 2779)
(4.3)
r
strg
=
−443.04s2(s− 0.003074)
(s− 0.3723)(s− 0.003074)(s2 + 0.419s+ 0.1551) (4.4)
Vz
θ0
=
−165.98(s− 0.3743)(s+ 0.01885)(s− 0.01496)
s(s− 0.003074)(s− 0.3723)(s+ 1.076) (4.5)
The commands given by the pilot pass through the actuators which are implemented
in this procedure as transfer function with one pole that means that the dynamic is a first
order. There are for actuators (one for every command) but their contribute to the transfer
functions of the complete system is a pole in high frequencies (ω ' 33rad/sec) so they aren’t
shown in the next expressions. It can be easily seen that the rest of the dynamic is not
modified by the actuators.
The scheme with the actuators in Simulink is represented in Figure 4.1.
q
B1
=
−108070324(s− 0.3724)(s− 0.003898)
(s− 0.3723)(s− 0.003074)(s2 + 43.27s+ 474.9)(s2 + 10.24s+ 641.8) (4.6)
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p
A1
=
−11229054.7(s− 0.3712)(s+ 0.0004303)
(s− 0.3723)(s− 0.003074)(s2 + 43.27s+ 474.9)(s2 + 19.14s+ 2779) (4.7)
r
strg
=
−443s2(s− 0.003074)
(s− 0.3723)(s− 0.003074)(s2 + 0.419s+ 0.1551) (4.8)
Vz
θ0
=
−166(s− 0.3743)(s+ 0.01885)(s− 0.01496)
s(s− 0.003074)(s− 0.3723)(s+ 1.076) (4.9)
It can be seen very easily that the system is not stable and that this type of instability
can’t be eliminated with a simple controller because this is a non minimum phase system
(there are zeroes on RHP that attract the poles). The next step is to study what is the
cause of these zeroes and eventually the way to move them on LHP.
4.3 Separated dynamics
To study the dynamic of the T-Rex 500 it can be useful to separate the lateral dynamic
from the longitudinal one: this can be done starting from the two matrices A and B of the
linearized system and expressing them in therms of aerodynamic derivatives.
To make this the best way is to simplify the system in order to look at it in a known
structure: in particular the dynamics of the rotor and of the fly-bar will be eliminated and
the system reduced to te following:

u˙ = Xuu+Xvv +Xww +Xpp+Xqq +Xrr − gθ cos θ0
v˙ = Yuu+ Yvv + Yww + Ypp+ Yqq + Yrr + gφ cos θ0 cosφ0 − gθ sin θ0 sinφ0
w˙ = Zuu+ Zvv + Zww + Zpp+ Yqq + Zrr − gφ cos θ0 sinφ0 − gθ sin θ0 cosφ0
p˙ = Luu+ Lvv + Lww + Lpp+ Lqq + Lrr
q˙ = Muu+Mvv +Mww +Mpp+Mqq +Mrr
r˙ = Nuu+Nvv +Nww +Npp+Nqq +Nrr
φ˙ = p+ q sinφ0 tan θ0 + r cosφ0 tan θ0
θ˙ = q cosφ0 − r sinφ0
ψ˙ = q
sinφ0
cos θ0
+ r
cosφ0
cos θ0
(4.10)
This system can be separated in the two dynamics obtaining:

u˙ = Xuu+Xvv +Xww +Xpp+Xqq +Xrr − gθ cos θ0
w˙ = Zuu+ Zvv + Zww + Zpp+ Yqq + Zrr − gφ cos θ0 sinφ0 − gθ sin θ0 cosφ0
q˙ = Muu+Mvv +Mww +Mpp+Mqq +Mrr
θ˙ = q cosφ0 − r sinφ0
(4.11)

v˙ = Yuu+ Yvv + Yww + Ypp+ Yqq + Yrr + gφ cos θ0 cosφ0 − gθ sin θ0 sinφ0
p˙ = Luu+ Lvv + Lww + Lpp+ Lqq + Lrr
r˙ = Nuu+Nvv +Nww +Npp+Nqq +Nrr
φ˙ = p+ q sinφ0 tan θ0 + r cosφ0 tan θ0
ψ˙ = q
sinφ0
cos θ0
+ r
cosφ0
cos θ0
(4.12)
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Passing from the time domain to the frequency domain the matrix of the lateral system
is the following: 
s− Yv −Yp −Yr −g cos θ0 cosφ0 0
−Lv s− Lp −Lr 0 0
−Nv −Np s−Nr 0 0
0 −1 − cosφ0 tan θ0 s 0
0 0 −cosφ0
cos θ0
0 s
 (4.13)
In a first analysis the behaviour of the zeros can be considered similar to that of the
poles so the following analysis is done on the poles and supposed true even for the zeros.
The conclusions will be verified on the complete system to validate this way to proceed.
Studying the system above, it has been noticed that the responsible of the sign of the
roots is the term which depends from the pitch attitude at the trim (θ0), so changing this
the postion of the poles and the zero changes consequently.
Physically this means that the position of the pole and the zero on RHP depend on the
relative position of the tail rotor and of the centre of mass respect to the shaft: in particular
if they are from the same side the effects of coupling create an instability in the lateral
dynamic, while if they are on different sides this effect is not destabilizing (the pole and the
zero move on LHP).
Since the position of the tail can’t be changed for obvious reasons, the solution is to
advance the centre of gravity adding some weights in the frontal part of the machine to
rebalance it.
As a proof of this statement it is necessary to verify it on the model with separated
dynamic derived from the complete system including the actuators, the flapping and the
fly-bar coefficients which will be considered in both the systems so that none of them loose
their properties. It can be told the same for the first derivatives of these variables.
Once created the matrices the systems are completely separated and it is possible to
evaluate the new transfer functions (written below) and represent the root loci (see Figures
4.2, 4.3 and 4.5) from which it is clear that the zero on RHP (zoomed out in 4.4) is due to
the coupling with the lateral dynamic.
q
B1
=
70(s+ 10.16)(s− 0.01638)(s2 + 54.16s+ 1107)
(s+ 33.33)(s+ 1.072)(s2 + 38.01s+ 469.1)(s2 + 26.54s+ 941.8)
(4.14)
p
A1
=
−13427135(s− 0.3685)
(s− 0.3702)(s2 + 45.81s+ 546.1)(s2 + 18.23s+ 2700) (4.15)
r
strg
=
−443s2
(s− 0.3702)(s2 + 0.4171s+ 0.1543) (4.16)
After the change the transfer function in r becomes:
r
strg
=
−443s2
(s− 0.3702)(s2 + 0.4171s+ 0.1543) (4.17)
The root locus changes as in Figures 4.6 4.7
It can be easily seen that moving the centre of gravity the poles and the zeros have
changed their position and the zero which represented a problem has passed to LHP. The
fact that two complex poles have passed from LHP to RHP is not a problem because these
two poles can be easily controlled with a tail controller and then it will be possible to control
the entire dynamic.
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Figure 4.2: Root locus
q
B1
obtained with separated dynamics.
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Figure 4.3: Root locus
p
A1
obtained with separated dynamics.
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Figure 4.4: Root locus
p
A1
obtained with separated dynamics (zoom).
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Figure 4.5: Root locus
r
strg
obtained with separated dynamics.
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Figure 4.6: Root locus
p
A1
obtained with separated dynamics after the rebalance.
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Figure 4.7: Root locus
p
A1
obtained with separated dynamics after the rebalance (zoom).
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So now the helicopter is able to be controlled: the control lows will be developed in the
next chapter.
Note that this behaviour has to be verified also on the entire system (not only on the
separated one). This has been done and the results are congruent to this theory.
4.4 Analysis on the aerodynamic derivatives
In this section the values of the aerodynamic derivatives will be compared with the attended
ones in order to underline the differences between this small-scale helicopter and those one
treated in literature.
The first difference is the sign of the aerodynamic derivatives Lq and Mq.
In a normal helicopter, where the mass and dimensions are bigger, the dynamic of the
rotor can be neglected so the sign of Mq is negative. In fact a positive perturbation in
q has the effect to nose up the body of the helicopter (which drags the shaft), while the
disk reaches the regime instantly and remains in the horizontal position (it behaves like a
gyroscope), so that grows up a force not aligned with the centre of mass that gives to the
mass a momentum. This momentum opposites to the previous rotation of the helicopter.
This behaviour is quite different in T-Rex 500. In fact in this case the aerodynamic
derivative linked to the angle a1s (between the shaft and the disk) results different from
zero and this can be explained considering that the dynamic of the mass and that of the
rotor are strictly coupled and this can’t be disregarded. So in the smallest helicopters
the rotor rotates itself and this changes the general behaviour of the machine. The same
behaviour of the dynamic but in the lateral plane, explains why also Lp has a positive value.
The reason why the cases known from literature don’t give the same results is that they
are based on the assumption that the rotor dynamic is very faster than the mass dynamic so
that these two can be considered decoupled. The automatic linearization proceeds instead
by taking in account of the effects of the coupling that are implicitly contained in the non
linear system.
Another relevant difference can be noticed looking at
q
B1
and pA1: in fact the poles and
the zeros are not the classic ones known as dutch roll, spiral and roll.
The reason of these differences can be explained observing the dynamics of this helicopter
are highly coupled so the poles influence each others: this aspect is not so important for a
classic helicopter where every dynamic originates his own poles and zeroes.
A different meaning has instead the absence of the zero in the origin that appears instead
in these transfer functions as they are known in literature.
This can be ascribed to the absence in this model of an identification of the aerodynamic
Nr. this means that without the right controller in tail the helicopter can’t answer in r and
so, because of the high coupling, neither the angular speeds p and q return spontaneously to
zero after a perturbation. The dynamic of the rigid body evolves on the basis of a continuous
interaction between the two dynamics which leads the mass to not end his rotations (the
final values in p and q are different from zero).
As a proof of this thesis the zero in the origin in p and q will appears after that a right
control law will have been implemented on the tail (as shown in the next chapter).
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Control of flight
The aim of this chapter is to study the stability of the helicopter and to develop the control
laws. To this end it is necessary to study the transfer function of the T-Rex 500. It
is necessary to make a clarification: the most interesting poles and zero for this analysis
are those linked to the dynamic of the system and not those caused by the actuation or
by the fly-bar. This is the reason why the transfer functions will be explicated with an
approximation of medium and low frequency.
5.1 Effect of the tail plane
5.1.1 Command strg
As seen in the previous chapter, the dynamic of the helicopter is unstable and the first
controller to realize is the one which acts on the tail.
The aim of this controller is to avoid the unstable rotation of the helicopter in yaw angle
after a small perturbation in pitching or rolling. In this way the first negative effect of
coupling is eliminated.
Considering the model complete with both the actuators and the fly-bar activated, free
to rotate and move in all directions, it is possible to evaluate the transfer function
r
strg
(in
5.1 simplified and reduced to the lowest frequencies which are the critique ones).
r
strg
=
−443s2
(s+ 0.3786)(s2 − 0.3318s+ 0.1247) (5.1)
It can be easily seen that solving the problem of the instability means to move the
unstable complex poles, which have a real part on RHP, to LHP. To stabilize these poles
a proportional control is not enough because the asymptotic error is too high, so the right
choice is a proportional integral (5.2).
r
strg
=
−0.06(s+ 0.5)
s
(5.2)
This type of control moves the break-away point towards LHP (as it is shown in the
root locus shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2), so that with an adequate gain the stability of the
transfer function in close loop is guarantee.
The step response to an angular speed r is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Root locus of
r
strg
(high frequency).
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Figure 5.2: Root locus of
r
strg
(low frequency).
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(b)
Figure 5.3: Step response in r.
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Figure 5.4: Root locus of
ψ
ri
.
5.1.2 Yaw angle
The next step is to consider the transfer function
ψ
ri
(5.3) and the related root locus shown
in Figure 5.4.
ψ
ri
=
1320.8
(s+ 0.00357)(s2 + 49.56s+ 1304)
(5.3)
In this case, thanks to the previous action it is sufficient a proportional control (Kproportional =
5), which is useful to increase the damping of the complex poles (it reduces the settling time).
The gain is very high compared to that used before. This is justified by the fact that this
transfer function compares the rotation (degrees) to the angular speed r (degrees per second)
while in the previous case the system answers with an angular speed and the command is
given directly to the tale so it can be too strong to avoid collateral dynamic effects and the
saturation of the command itself.
The step response to a unitary step of ψ is shown in Figure 5.5
Thanks to the tail, is now possible to study the longitudinal and lateral stability.
5.2 Dynamic controller
The system is strongly coupled so, for a linear analysis, the best way to control it is to
realize a controller in “cascade”: it means that every one of these works on a MIMO system
that has been just modified by the previous controllers as it is shown in the block diagrams
of Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.
This way to proceed has a minor accuracy respect to how the controllers act on the
non-linear system where they work all together, but it is the best approximation to consider
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Figure 5.5: Step response in ψ.
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A1
V_cross
phi
p
Sys FB
k_p
k_SAS
k_phiPI(s)Vcross_i
Figure 5.6: Block diagram of lateral dynamic controller.
Theta_0 V_z
Sys Lat
Vz_i PI(s)
PID Controller
Figure 5.7: Block diagram of vertical dynamic controller.
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B1
V_lon
theta
q
sys_cl_vert
k_SAS
k_thetaPI(s)Vlon_i PI(s)
Figure 5.8: Block diagram of longitudinal dynamic controller.
the effect that every controller has on the dynamic. The block diagram in Figure 5.9 shows
how the controllers work all together on a MIMO system (every one on his own chain of
command): it is only an approximation because even in this case the MIMO system is the
linearized one, but anyway it is a better way to represent the situation.
5.2.1 Lateral controller
Transfer function
p
A1
The first transfer function to consider is
p
A1
.
p
A1
=
−11.3 · 106
(s2 + 43.39s+ 476.6)(s2 + 18.83s+ 2780)
(5.4)
The main problem of this function is that it is necessary to increase the damping factor to
one of the two couples of complex poles (in particular that which has ζ =
√
PImm
2 · PRe = 0.178).
This is possible using a SAS controller. This one gives a higher damping factor to the poles
selected (ζ = 0.437) but it moves also the other couple of complex poles (with ζ = 0.994) on
the real axes (see 5.5 and Figure 5.10). This isn’t a problem because with the next controller,
a proportional autopilot, they become again complex with a damping factor similar to the
previous one (ζ = 0.927).
As shown in 5.6 and in Figure 5.11, also the poles which has increased their damping
factor lose a part of the SAS action, but the new value of ζ, after the proportional controller,
is still high (ζ = 0.324).
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B1
theta_0
A1
q
theta
V_lon
V_z
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Sys FB
k_p
k_SAS
k_phiPI(s)Vcross_i
k_SAS
k_thetaPI(s)Vlon_i PI(s)
Vz_i PI(s)
Figure 5.9: Block diagram of complete controller.
The value of gains that have been used (KSAS = 0.1 and Kproportional = −0.05) respect
the threshold on the command A1, which can’t be too high to not incur in dynamic problems.
The sign of the proportional controller is negative: in fact the positive angular speed p is
obtained with a negative rotation of the rotor.
p
A1
=
GainSAS
(s+ 14.95)(s+ 6.443)(s2 + 50.3s+ 3315)
effects of SAS controller (5.5)
p
A1
=
Gainproportional
(s2 + 35.63s+ 369.2)(s2 + 34.32s+ 2810)
effects of proportional controller (5.6)
The root locus of the transfer function
p
A1
is shown in Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 for
different frequencies from the previous and with all the effects of the controllers represented.
Transfer function
φ
pi
The second transfer function analysed is
φ
pi
. Also in this case a proportional controller is
enough: with an adequate gain the system in closed loop is stable. This gain can be higher
respect to the previous one K = 5, in fact the request is in degrees per second and the
command is in degrees (so the scale is one to one).
The behaviour of the roots by varying of the gain is shown in the root loci of Figure
5.15, 5.16 and 5.17.
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Figure 5.10: Effect of SAS controller on
p
A1
.
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Figure 5.11: Effect of proportional controller on
p
A1
.
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Figure 5.12: Root locus of
p
A1
(high frequency).
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Figure 5.13: Root locus of
p
A1
(medium frequency).
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Figure 5.14: Root locus of
p
A1
(low frequency).
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Figure 5.15: Root locus of
φ
pi
(high frequency).
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Figure 5.16: Root locus of
φ
pi
(medium frequency).
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Figure 5.17: Root locus of
φ
pi
(low frequency).
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Transfer function
Vcross
φi
For the transfer function
Vcross
φi
(5.8) it is necessary a proportional integral controller (5.7),
which adds a pole in the origin, so that the asymptotic error is zero and the obtained lateral
speed is exactly equal to the requested one.
TFautopilot =
0.1(s+ 0.5)
s
(5.7)
Vcross
φ
=
7681(s2 + 13.44s+ 58.86)
s(s2 + 12.5s+ 39.53)(s2 + 29.67s+ 293.6)
(5.8)
It is important to notice that the speed considered is that one calculated in body axes
and projected on the local lateral axes: this is necessary because the Euler’s angles can’t be
neglected. In fact the helicopter needs a value of θ angle (usually negative) different from
zero to generate the trust force which leads it straight on.
The root locus is shown in Figure 5.18.
Unitary steps in lateral dynamic
The step responses in p, φ and Vcross are shown respectively in Figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21.
5.2.2 Vertical controller
Once that the later plane is stabilized it is necessary to consider the height controller. The
transfer function
Vz
θ0
(5.10) hasn’t a pole in the origin, so also in this case it has to be used
a proportional integral controller (5.9) to remove the asymptotic error and to guarantee the
requested value of vertical speed.
TFVz
θ0
=
−0.05(s+ 1)
s
(5.9)
Vz
θ0
=
−155
(s+ 0.9831)
(5.10)
The gain has to be very low because it compares a speed to an angle that can’t be
too hight if dynamic problems want to be avoided. Moreover the chosen value is negative
because the positive verse of the z axes is towards downside.
The root locus for the lowest frequencies is shown in Figure 5.22: it is clear that in this
transfer function almost all the poles cancel whit the zeros.
This is a reasonable result because the only pole that is responsible of the helicopter’s
raising is the real one near to the unit (exactly 0.9831) and rightly it is the only one which
remains after the simplification.
Unitary step in vertical dynamic
The step response to an unitary input of Vz is shown in Figure 5.23.
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(a) Medium frequency.
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(b) Low frequency.
Figure 5.18: Root locus of
Vcross
φ
.
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(b)
Figure 5.19: Step response in p.
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Figure 5.20: Step response in φ.
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Figure 5.21: Step response in Vcross.
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Figure 5.22: Root locus of
Vz
θ0
.
5.2.3 Longitudinal controller
Transfer function
q
B1
The system has to be stabilized now in the longitudinal direction, so also in this case the
first controller is that on
q
B1
(5.11) and it needs a SAS to give an adequate damping to the
complex poles.
The Equations 5.11 and 5.12 are simplified to the terms that underline the action of the
SAS controller: it moves the complex poles (ζ = 0.24) to the real axes.
This effect could seem too strong but it isn’t because the SAS is only the intern loop
of the complete controller, so with the next autopilot brings back the poles to the complex
plane but with a smaller damping factor (see 5.14 where ζ = 0.7).
The autopilot chosen is a proportional integral with a strong derivative action to quicken
the response of the system to an input of B1 (5.13). It is important to notice that also in
this case the gain can’t be too high (KSAS = 0.1 and Kautopilot = −0.03)cause the command
B1 can’t be too strong.
q
B1
=
−5416
(s2 + 11.54s+ 557.6)
without controllers (5.11)
q
B1
=
GainSAS
(s+ 7.668)(s+ 4.325)
with effects of SAS (5.12)
TFautopilot =
−0.03(s+ 0.01)
s
autopilot in q (5.13)
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Figure 5.23: Step response in Vz.
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Figure 5.24: Root locus of
q
B1
: effects of SAS controller.
q
B1
=
Gainautopilot
(s2 + 19.09s+ 182.4)
with effects of autopilot (5.14)
The effects of the SAS controller are shown in Figure 5.24, while the effects of the
autopilot on the damping factor can be seen in Figure 5.25 (5.14) and in Figures 5.26, 5.27
and 5.28 for the complete controller action.
Transfer function
θ
qi
The next controller is on the transfer function
θ
qi
and t a simple proportional is enough
(GAIN kproportional = 3): in fact the presence of the pole in the origin fixes the asymptotic
error to zero.
The high value of this gain is justified from the fact that the command in this case in
in radiants per second and the system answers with a variation of the pitch angle, so in
radiant: it is admitted a ratio with an order of the unit without compromising the dynamic
stability.
The root locus of
θ
qi
is represented in Figure 5.29.
Transfer function
Vlon
θi
The transfer function considered is now
Vlon
θi
in order to control the longitudinal speed
(also in this case obtained by the projection of the speed in body axes on the longitudinal
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Figure 5.25: Root locus of
q
B1
: effects of autopilot (only on the damping).
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Figure 5.26: Root locus of
q
B1
(high frequency).
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Figure 5.27: Root locus of
q
B1
(medium frequency).
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Figure 5.28: Root locus of
q
B1
(low frequency).
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Figure 5.30: Root locus of
Vlon
θi
(high frequency).
direction of flight). Since the transfer function has not singularities in the origin of axes it
is necessary a proportional integral controller (5.15) to reach exactly the requested value of
speed.
TFautopilot =
−0.1(s+ 0.5)
s
(5.15)
The gain is once again very low because it compares meters per second to radiants and
to not compromise the T-Rex stability, too big rotations are not permitted. The root locus
is shown in Figures 5.30, and 5.31.
Unitary steps in longitudinal dynamic
With the illustrated controllers the linear system is stable how it can be seen from the
responses to unitary steps shown in Figures 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34.
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Figure 5.32: Step response in q.
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Figure 5.33: Step response in θ.
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Figure 5.34: Step response in Vlon.
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Chapter 6
Validation on the non-linear model
In this chapter the controllers developed for the linearized model will be validated on the
non linear one. To this aim the block of the controllers will be implemented in Simulink
and the trim will be perturbed with an history of command in order to verify the new trim
reached.
6.1 Implementation of the controllers
To have an idea about how the controllers will be implemented on the Simulink scheme
one can observe Figure 6.1.
It can be easily seen that the tail controller has been implemented in a different block
from the others controller so that the rotation in r is just stable when an external input
excites the other commands. This justify the choice to work on the transfer functions already
modified by the tail controller (how it has been described in the previous chapter).
The block of the controllers acts in the mean time on all the dynamics so that every
angular speed and rotation doesn’t become unstable when another dynamic is perturbed
(considering the high level of coupling of the system).
6.2 Perturbation of the velocities with step commands
The most important thing to control is that the helicopter could reach a new trim, after an
input in one of the velocities so that the linear controller is validated also on the non linear
model. This can be done with a command of about 5[
m
sec
] (for all the velocities)which is a
reasonable increment in velocity. In this case it hasn’t been used a rate limiter to give to
the system a more gradual command.
In Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 can be seen that a new condition of trim is reached in a
reasonable interval of time (less of 10 seconds) while in Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 one can
observe that the commands B1 A1 and theta0 move with angles of the order of 10−1rad as
a maximum.
It means that to increase the velocity in all directions of 5
m
sec
it is necessary an inclination
of about 5 degrees of the disk in all directions.
To have an idea of how of these inputs perturb the other properties of the helicopter can
be useful to have a look of Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 for the angular speeds, Figures 6.11,
6.12 and 6.13 for the Eulero’s angles.
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Figure 6.1: Implementation of the controllers on the Simulink model.
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Figure 6.2: Multiple steps: effects on Vlon.
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Figure 6.3: Multiple steps: effects on Vcross.
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Figure 6.4: Multiple steps: effects on Vvert.
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Figure 6.5: Multiple steps: effects on A1.
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Figure 6.6: Multiple steps: effects on B1.
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Figure 6.7: Multiple steps: effects on θ0.
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Figure 6.8: Multiple steps: effects on p.
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Figure 6.9: Multiple steps: effects on q.
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Figure 6.10: Multiple steps: effects on r.
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Figure 6.11: Multiple steps: effects on φ.
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Figure 6.12: Multiple steps: effects on θ.
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Figure 6.13: Multiple steps: effects on ψ.
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Figure 6.14: Single step in Vcross: effects on Vcross.
6.2.1 Effects of coupling
As told previously the system is highly coupled: this can be proved also giving only one
input in velocity and observing that the helicopter reacts also in the other dynamics.
Looking at Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 (plotted considering a step of 5
m
sec
in lateral
speed), it is clear that also the longitudinal speed is perturbed 8even if with a minor value
on respect to the one requested for the lateral speed). After a few seconds the helicopter
tends to null these effects of coupling and the velocities not requested return to be zero.
The system reaches a new trim with the commanded value of lateral speed.
In Figures 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19 can be seen that even in this case the commands have
reasonable values (obviously the stronger one is A1 according to the fact that the input is
in lateral speed).
6.2.2 History of flight
Another interesting way to validate this controller is to give as inputs histories of flight
(built as sequences of different steps). The results obtained from the simulation on the
non-linear system are shown in Figures .
The velocities follow in a correct way the inputs and the commands A1 B1 and θ0 have
reasonable entity (like the angular speed p, q and r.) The conclusion is that the controller
works an a good way also on the non linear-system.
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Figure 6.15: Single step in Vlon: effects on Vlon.
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Figure 6.16: Single step in Vz: effects on Vz.
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Figure 6.17: Single step in Vz: effects on A1.
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Figure 6.18: Single step in Vz: effects on B1.
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Figure 6.19: Single step in Vz: effects on θ0.
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Figure 6.20: Response in Vcross.
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Figure 6.21: Response in Vlon.
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Figure 6.22: Response in Vvert.
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Figure 6.23: Response in A1.
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Figure 6.24: Response in B1.
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Figure 6.25: Response in θ0.
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Figure 6.26: Response in p.
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Figure 6.27: Response in q.
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Figure 6.28: Response in r.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future developments
Concluding, the key points of this work has been the development of control laws system
on the linear model and its validation on the non linear one.
The linear model has allowed to extrapolate the transfer functions, necessary to under-
stand the physical behaviour of the machine after a perturbation and to develop the control
laws.
The reference points for the linearization have been calculated as conditions of trim in
hovering and in forward flight. The linearization has been made by an automatic tool of
Simulink.
The results obtained from this process has been analysed in order to furnish the responses
to unitary steps in velocity and to check, after the implementation of the controllers, their
behaviour to be within the specifications.
The first problem to solve during this analysis has been the rebalancing of the helicopter’s
weight. To clarify this concept it is important to say that it has been noticed that there is
a link between the relative position of the tail rotor and of the centre of gravity: in fact if
they are from the same part respect to the shaft the global balance is compromised while,
if they are on opposite sides, the helicopter can be controlled.
The implementation of these controllers has furnished good results: the responses to
unitary steps in velocities inputs show a short settling time, a maximum overshoot (of about
twenty per cent) and a high level of damping which allows to avoid undesired oscillations
(the asymptotic error is zero in all the cases, cause proportional integral controller has been
used, moreover).
Also the part of the work concerning the validation of the control laws on the non linear
model has given good results (consistently with the responses of the linearized model). In
this case the validation has been carried out using time histories of flight velocities as inputs
and not only unitary steps in the velocity components. The responses have been analysed
and the conclusions have been positive: the controllers enable the helicopter to find a new
condition of trim, in a reasonable interval of time, after every combination of perturbations.
Another confirmation of the validity of the control laws is that they have been tested on
a flight simulator which has permitted to evaluate real performances of the machine before
entrusting it real missions.
The good results given from this work can be increased in the environment of this
research, so the future developments will be:
• upgrades of the T-Rex on board system, like a stereoscopic cams for the “sense and
avoid”system (necessary for this kind of flights) and its relative implementation in the
control laws
• development of the control laws for the take off and landing phases to allows to the
T-Rex to perform autonomous missions entirely and not only for the cruise phase
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The last step will be the substitution of the pilot whit a FMS that carries out the mission
in autonomous mode.
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Blade flapping equation
A.1 Introduction
The following analysis (made with the aid a previous thesis [7]), has been made to obtain
a differential equation for blade flapping simulation. The analysis includes a study of the
steady-state flapping response with respect to control inputs.
The flapping equation of motion was derived explicitly for a two-blade rotor, with hinge
offset e, blade Lock number γ and stiffness of the flapping hinge Kβ .
To develop analytic expressions, the following simplification and assumptions have been
used:
• Rotor blade is rigid in bending and torsion, with no twist (see Figure A.1); it can be
considered a symmetric body (the shape of the airfoils give a negligible contribute to
centrifugal moments of inertia), so its inertia tensor is a diagonal matrix;
• Drag coefficient δ and lift coefficient a of airfoil are independent of local blade angle
of attack (mean values have been considered);
• Both the flapping angle and the inflow angle were assumed to be small (i.e. low ratio
T/A and high blade aspect ratio) and this analysis uses simple Glauert theory;
• Lead-lag motion negligible: lead-lag dynamics, which is the result of Coriolis forces
induced by flapping motion, produce smaller forces on the hub than flapping motion,
and they will be ignored.
• The effects of the helicopter dynamic on the blade flapping were limited to those due
to the angular accelerations p˙ and q˙, the angular rates p and q, z-axis acceleration w˙
and translation velocities u and v;
• The reversed flow region was ignored, as the compressibility and stall effects;
• The inflow was assumed to vary according the Glauert theory:
vi = vi0 · (1 +Kivx cosψ) (A.1)
• Inflow dynamic was used according to Pitt-Peters model [5]: effects on flapping dy-
namics are negligible and computational effort is high, so it will not be considered any
more;
• The tip loss factor was assumed to be 1; root-cutout effect is neglected;
Because of these assumptions, the results of this analysis are valid only in a limited
range of conditions; however it can be demonstrated that these results are usually valid for
rotorcraft simulation up to an advance ratio µ of 0.2.
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Figure A.1: Blade simplified representation.
A.2 Derivation of flapping equation
Referring to local blade reference system, the angular speed of the blade during motion can
be expressed as:
[
Ω
]
=
[
Rhb2loc
]
·

p
q
r + Ω
+

− ˙θbl
−β˙
0
 (A.2)
where: [
Rhb2loc
]
=
R11 R12 R13R21 R22 R23
R31 R32 R33
 (A.3)
where:
R11 = − cosψ cosβ
R12 = − sinψ cosβ
R13 = − sinβ
R21 = − sinβ sin θbl cosψ − cos θbl sinψ
R22 = − sinβ sin θbl sinψ + cos θbl cosψ
R23 = cosβ sin θbl
R31 = sinβ cos θbl cosψ − sin θbl sinψ
R32 = sinβ cos θbl sinψ + sin θbl cosψ
R33 = − cosβ cos θbl
The absolute angular momentum is:
KO =
A 0 00 B 0
0 0 C
 · [−Ω]−mblOG× vO (A.4)
The Euler’s equations for blade dynamics are, generally:
K˙O = MO + ΨO + Q× vO (A.5)
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Extracting the component according the j-axis, supposing that angles are small and neglect-
ing second order terms, we obtain the differential equation for blade flapping:
β¨ +
[
Kβ
B
+ Ω2
(
1 +
mblxgeR
B
)]
β = −p˙ sinψ + q˙ cosψ+
−2Ω(q sinψ + p cosψ) ·
(
1 +
mblxgeR
B
)
+
+
mblxg
B
(w˙ − uq + pv − g) + MA/B · j
(A.6)
Before being able to calculate the forces and moments on the blade, it is necessary to
know the velocity components of the air relative to the blade. The blade will be assumed to
be a rigid beam with an elastic flapping hinge, and only simplified theories about induced
velocity and airfoil characteristic will be used. For the calculation of the aerodynamic
moment, it is sufficient to assume that the flapping hinge offset e is zero. The only velocity
component affected by the flapping hinge offset is that due to blade flapping, but, since e is
only 4% of the blade radius, the error is negligible. Henceforth, refer to an auxiliary
hub-plane reference system τ ′HP (x
′
HP , y
′
HP , z
′
HP ), wherein axis z
′
HP is coincide with
zHP and plane x′HP −y′HP contains the helicopter velocity vector V . Neglecting the
spanwise component of air velocity, it is usual to denote as UT the velocity component that
is tangential to axis x′HP , positive when blows from front to back, and UP the component
along axis z′HP , positive when blows from wing underside to the upper surface (Figure A.2):
UT = Ωr + V cosαHP sinψ (A.7)
UP = V sinαHP − V cosαHPβ cosψ − rβ˙ − vi − pw · r sinψ + qw · r cosψ (A.8)
where:
V =
√
u2 + v2 + w2 (A.9)
pw = p cosβw + q sinβw (A.10)
qw = −p sinβw + q cosβw (A.11)
Figure A.2: Velocity components at a blade section.
Defining:
λ′ = (V sinαHP − vi)/ΩR (A.12)
µ = (V cosαHP )/ΩR (A.13)
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uT = UT /ΩR (A.14)
and
uP = UP /ΩR , (A.15)
equationA.7 and equationA.8 can be rewritten as:
uT = x+ µ sinψ (A.16)
uP = λ− µβ cosψ − xdβ
dψ
− vi
ΩR
+
qw
Ω
x cosψ − pw
Ω
x sinψ (A.17)
The induced velocity vi is assumed to vary accordingly Glauert’s formula,
vi = vi0 · (1 +Kivx cosψ) (A.18)
where vi0 is the induced velocity at the rotor center (disk actuator theory), x = r/R and
Kiv is the induced velocity coefficient, according to Payne (1959, [6] and [2]):
Kiv =
4
3
µ/λ
1.2 + µ/λ
(A.19)
In this, we assume that the expression A.18 holds equally for the auxiliary hub
plane as for the plane it actually applies to, which most nearly corresponds to
the tip path plane. The blade pitch changes according the equation A.20:
θ = θ0 −A1 cosψ −B1 sinψ (A.20)
The aerodynamic flapping moment dMA about the hinge due to elementary lift (the mo-
ment due to airfoil drag is assumed to be negligible) is:
dMA =
1
2
ρaU2T
(
θ +
UP
UT
)
crdr (A.21)
Substituting expressions for velocities, integrating and neglecting the terms containing
e3, e4, . . . and higher terms, we obtain:
dMA =
1
2
ρacΩ2R4
{[
θµ2 sin2 ψ + µ sinψ
(
λ− vi
ΩR
− µβ cosψ
)]
x+
+
[
2µ sinψθ + µ sinψ
(
−dβ
dψ
− pw sinψ
Ω
+
qw cosψ
Ω
)
+ λ− vi
ΩR
− µβ cosψ
]
x2+
+
[
θ − dβ
dψ
− pw sinψ
Ω
+
qw cosψ
Ω
]
x3
}
(A.22)
Integrating and neglecting the terms of third and higher order the result is:
MA =
1
2
ρacΩ2R4
{
µ sinψ
[
θµ sinψ + λ− λi0 − µβ cosψ
](
1
2
− e+ e
2
2
)
+
+
[
µ sinψ
(
2θ − dβ
dψ
− pw sinψ
Ω
+
qw cosψ
Ω
− λi0 cosψkiv
)
+ λ+
− λi0 − µβ cosψ
](
1
3
+ e2 − e
)
+
[
θ − dβ
dψ
− pw sinψ
Ω
+
qw cosψ
Ω
+
− λi0 cosψkiv
](
1
4
− e+ 3
2
e2
)}
(A.23)
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The aerodynamic moment MA depends on the aero-mechanical parameters of the heli-
copter blade, as expected. Rearranging equations A.6 and A.23 one can obtain the differ-
ential equation of blade flapping and write it in a non dimensional form using the following
expressions:
β¨ =
d2β
dt2
= Ω2
d2β
dψ2
= Ω2 · β¯ (A.24)
β˙ =
dβ
dt
= Ω
dβ
dψ
= Ω · β¯ , (A.25)
The result becomes:
β¯ +
γ
2
[
1
4
− e+ 3e
2
2
+
(
1
3
− e+ e2
)
µ sinψ
]
β¯ +
{
P 2 +
γ
2
[
1
3
+ e2 − e+
+
(
1
2
− e+ e
2
2
)
µ sinψ
]}
β = − p˙w
Ω2
sinψ +
q˙w
Ω2
cosψ − 2
(
qw
Ω
sinψ+
+
pw
Ω
cosψ
)(
1 +
mblxgeR
B
)
+
mblxg
BΩ2
(w˙ − uqw + pwv − g)+
+
γ
2
{[
1
4
− e+ 3e
2
2
+ µ sinψ
(
2
3
+ 2e2 − 2e+ 1
2
µ sinψ
(
1− 2e+ e2))]θ+
+λ
[
1
3
+ e2 − e+ µ sinψ
(
1
2
− e+ e
2
2
)]
−λi0
[
µ sinψ
(
1
2
+
e2
2
− e
)
+
+
1
3
+ e2 − e+ µ sinψ cosψkiv
(
1
3
+ e2 − e
)
+ cosψkiv
(
1
4
− e+ 3e
2
2
)]
+
+
(−pw sinψ + qw cosψ
Ω
)[
µ sinψ
(
1
3
+ e2 − e
)
+
1
4
− e+ 3e
2
2
]}
(A.26)
EquationA.26 is a linear equation with periodic coefficients and there is not a solution in
closed form. Moreover, it is valid only for the advancing region, since in the reverse flow area
the lift and flapping moment are incorrectly evaluated: this is a negligible error, however.
A.3 Tip-path plane dynamics
A.3.1 Derivation of matrix-form equations
To obtain a simplified and more practical form of the equation for numerical simulation,
the flapping is approximated by the first-harmonic terms with time varying coefficients, as
in equation A.27
β(t) = a0(t)− a1s(t) cosψ − b1s(t) sinψ , (A.27)
where a0(t), a1s(t) e b1s(t) are the blade flapping coefficients [3].
Remembering A.20 and substituting in A.26 can be obtained an equation in sinψ and
cosψ: developing these terms and considering only the first order harmonics the tip-path
plane dynamic equation results:
a¨ + Ω D a˙ + Ω2 K a = f , (A.28)
where a is the blade flapping state matrix , D is the damping matrix (A.30), K is the
stiffness matrix (A.31) and f are the forcing terms (A.32, A.33, A.34 and A.35).
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          a¨ 0 a¨ 1s b¨ 1s
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[ f mi
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where:
P 2 = 1 +
Kβ
Ω2Bbl
+
mbleRxg
Bbl
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